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Walls are exposed to various sources of dirt, dust,

fingerprints, and stains over time, making it essential to

adopt effective cleaning strategies. As a vital component of

house cleaning routines, wall cleaning plays a pivotal role in

maintaining the aesthetic and hygiene standards of your

home. 

INTRODUCTION

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/sydney/house-cleaning/


Mild dish soap or gentle all-
purpose cleaners
Warm water
Soft sponges or microfibre
cloths
Bucket
Vacuum cleaner
Ladder or step stool
Soft towels

MATERIALS USED 



DUST AND VACUUMING 

Dusting and Vacuuming interior walls

should be done regularly. Our house

cleaners in Sydney, use a vacuum

cleaner with a brush attachment to

remove dust, cobwebs, and loose

dirt from the walls. This prevents

smearing dirt while cleaning. 

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/sydney/house-cleaning/


GENTLE CLEANING
SOLUTION

For most painted walls, a
mixture of warm water and a
small amount of mild dish
soap can work well. Use a
soft sponge or cloth dipped
in the solution to gently clean
the walls. 

A mixture of equal parts
white vinegar and water
can also be effective for
cleaning walls. Vinegar is a
natural cleaner that can
help break down grease
and stains. 

Warm water and mild
dish soap White vinegar and water



DEALING WITH TOUGH
MARKS

Our cleaners in Sydney provides deep house cleaning

which includes scuff marks or more stubborn stains.

Make a paste with baking soda and water. Apply the

paste to the mark, let it sit for a few minutes, and then

gently scrub with a soft cloth or sponge. Wipe away the

residue with a clean, damp cloth. 

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/deep-house-cleaning/


CLEANING TEXTURED
WALLS 

Textured walls may require extra care. Our

professionals of house cleaning company in Sydney

use a soft brush attachment on your vacuum cleaner to

remove dust and debris from crevices. For cleaning,

avoid excessive scrubbing, as it can damage the

texture. 

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/sydney/house-cleaning/


DRYING THE WALLS

Properly drying the walls after cleaning

is an essential step to maintain the

integrity of your home's interior and

prevent potential issues such as water

damage and mold growth. After

cleaning, use a dry, clean cloth to

gently wipe down the walls and remove

any excess moisture.



Regular cleaning maintenance, especially

when it comes to the walls inside your

house, plays a vital role in upholding the

overall aesthetic and hygiene of your

home. 

Regularly dust walls to prevent buildup of

dirt and cobwebs.

REGULAR CLEANING
MAINTENANCE



Commercial Cleaning
Office Cleaning
Retail Cleaning
Church Cleaning
House Cleaning
End Of Lease Cleaning
Window Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning
Industrial Cleaning

OUR SERVICES

Warehouse Cleaning
Factory Cleaning
Medical Centre Cleaning
Gym Cleaning
Strata Cleaning
Childcare Centre Cleaning
High Pressure Cleaning
Covid Cleaning
School Cleaning
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CONTACT US

multicleaning.com.au

facebook.com/multicleaningau

instagram.com/multicleaningau

twitter.com/multicleaningau

pinterest.com/multicleaningau

linkedin.com/company/multicleaningau

youtube.com/@multicleaning
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